New perspectives on complement mediated immunotherapy.
Tumor-specific monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) offer several modes of tumor cell killing, from direct cytotoxic activity to indirect mechanisms employing the host immune system, particularly its innate branch. The latter effector functions seem to dominate among clinically approved anti-cancer mAbs and major efforts are being undertaken by both academia and the pharmaceutical industry with the aim to improve complement activation, antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) and Fc/opsonin-mediated phagocytosis. On one hand, there are a variety of available effector mechanisms to allow multistep elimination of tumor cells. On the other hand, tumor cells adopt a number of strategies to evade immune attack, such as overexpression of complement inhibitors, trogocytosis, shedding or internalization of mAb-targeted epitopes, which all contribute to their resistance against host defense mechanisms. Another problem recognized only recently is the depletion of immune effectors during the first round of treatment, which in concordance with delayed turnover of immune components renders subsequent rounds of therapy ineffective. Herein, we discuss newly identified limiting factors but also novel mechanistic data on complement activation by antitumor antibodies as issues important for guidance towards the next generations of immunotherapeutics.